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Abstract This chapter focuses on Discrete Element models using Contact Dynam-

ics, that capture the behavior of granular assemblies with fluid on the pore scale.

The effect of the timescales, introduced by the fluid transport on relaxation, fluid

migration, and failure are identified and studied in particle simulations and accom-

panying experiments. To extend the simulation capabilities to larger fluid contents, a

discretization scheme for arbitrary liquid bodies with morphological evolution laws

is employed, that combines experimental observations and results from small-scale

Numerical Energy Minimization (NEM) simulations (part 1). We demonstrate that

this way, fluid saturation in random packings can be simulated with arbitrary liquid

contents ranging from dry to full saturation with good accuracy.
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Nomenclature

α jk opening angle

β opening angle

ε geometrical correction parameter

η fluid viscosity

ηcoh cohesion number

γ shear deformation

γ surface tension

κ inverse flow resistance

λ drainage parameter

μ Coulomb friction coefficient

μ f internal friction coefficient

ωi j conductance coefficient

Φ packing density

φ face-edge angle of tetrahedron

ψ filling angle of the meniscus

σ stress

τ shear strength

τi relaxation times

θ angle of internal friction

θ contact angle

ε strain

A area

ai,b fitting parameters

C surface curvature

c cohesion

D macroscopic diffusion constant

F force

gi j local conductance coefficient between two pores

H height

N number

P pressure
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q differential stress

Qe f f net in- or outflow from a cell

qi j liquid flux between neighboring cells i, j
R particle radius

r1,2,men radii of curvature of bridges (1,2) and menisci (men)

si j/c particle distance / bridge rupture distance

t time

V volume

Vi j volume of liquid bridge between particle i and j
Wc liquid volume content

x,y,z Cartesian coordinates

CD Contact Dynamics

DEM Discrete Element Method

NEM Numerical Energy Minimization

pbc periodic boundary condition

v velocity
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1 Introduction

Liquids are known to alter the mechanical behavior of granular systems dramati-

cally what can be impressively experienced when creating sculptures such as the

one shown in Fig. 1, that can only defy gravity as long as the sand is wet and

partially saturated [25]. Cohesion by capillary forces, acting between neighboring

grains, gives loose sand tensile strength. Increasing computer power allows to quan-

titatively study the nature of this phenomenon on the scale of single grains - also

called pore scale - experimentally by computer tomography (part 1) and numeri-

cally on representative assemblies (part 2). These findings help to understand the

processing of wet granulates, for example for granulation, molding or transport in

the pharmaceutical industry, in materials or food processing.

Fig. 1 ETH main building by ETH Prof. Gottfied Semper (1864) carved in sand (unknown artist
from the 2017 AIV student sandcastle competition).

For wet granular matter, one typically distinguishes four different states, charac-

terized by increasing saturation: pendular, funicular, capillary and slurry [26, 45].

The pendular state is characterized by the sole existence of liquid bridges between

grain pairs. The Laplace pressure of the liquid phase is negative resulting in attrac-

tive inter-granular forces. If more fluid is available, the funicular state is reached,

where liquid bridges and fully saturated pores coexist, that still exert attractive

forces. The capillary state is reached when liquid fills almost all pores. Note that

still concave menisci exist, resulting in a net cohesive force on the grain assembly.

This condition distinguishes it from the slurry state, where the Laplace pressure in

the liquid phase is equal to or larger than the air pressure. Without cohesion, the real

material behavior is similar to the completely dry state [23]. On a geotechnical scale,

landslides and debris flow are prominent examples of slurries, which are dangerous

natural hazards occurring mostly in mountainous terrain when heavy rainfall mo-

bilizes a large amount of debris. The mechanical properties of the granular soil are

significantly altered before slope failure by the increasing presence of water. After
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cohesion reaches a maximum at lower saturation, capillary forces slowly decrease

until the gravitational load exceeds cohesion and landslides can be triggered. This

triggering effect can be studied by tracking the liquid distribution on the micro-

scale. However, the complex nature of the problem requires larger assemblies of

particles to be representative for the bulk. For larger liquid contents, also an aston-

ishing richness of liquid body morphologies are revealed by computer tomography

studies, which render direct computations based on surface minimization principles

inapplicable. As we will show in the following, the findings from these simulations

of Part 1 are valuable as direct input into grain scale models allowing to execute

meaningful calculations on the microscopic level.

The organization of the chapter is as follows: Before focusing on models for wet

granular assemblies, we demonstrate in Sec. 2 on two simple experimental setups

the interplay of micro-scale forces, packing densities, liquid redistributions and re-

sulting macro-behavior under tensile and shear loading. In Sec. 3 we describe model

extensions to include the liquid into contact dynamics (CD) with spherical particles.

After a brief description of CD, the essential phenomena and fundamental models

for the pendular state are reviewed, and extensions to the funicular state are de-

scribed. Sec. 4 starts with simulations of the pendular state where studies of fluid

migration under shear are shown before the formation of liquid clusters and the loss

of cohesion is studied for increasing liquid content.

2 Liquid in multi-grain assemblies

The mechanical behavior of granular packings is rather complicated. Liquids add

complexity, as it introduces new timescales for fluid transport, depending on the

transport mechanism. We demonstrate this for observations of force relaxation in a

tensile split box setting and by liquid migration from shear bands in a shear cell.

2.1 Tensile behavior in the pendular state

The pendular state is characterized by the exclusive presence of liquid bridges. They

form when two grains contact each other, start to act mechanically, once they over-

come the effect of roughness [21], exchange fluid through the wetting film covering

the particles [61] or the vapor phase [28] driven by Laplace pressure differences

[55] and once excessively stretched, fracture [70]. Tensile failure of wet soils, for

example, initiates landslides. Hence, it is important to understand the tensile stress

relaxation in multi-grain assemblies as the cumulation of microscale forces and

processes from capillary bridges, inter-particle friction, liquid flows and particle

movements. We demonstrate the tensile relaxation behavior on a split cell box with

rough inner surfaces (see Fig. 2(a)), filled by wet glass beads with mean radius of

R̄ = 61μm, liquid volume content Wc below 2.4% and two distinct packing densities
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Φ ≈ 0.41,0.51 by loosely filling and compacting via vibration (full description in

Ref. [3]). One half of the split cell is moved at a constant velocity of 4 · 10−6m/s,

while the reaction force is measured on the second. When during the first exten-

sion the global strength is reached at a displacement of about 1.5-2.3r̄, the position

is kept, and the system relaxes for 30 minutes before the test is proceeded until

complete separation (see a typical test in Fig. 2(b)). To reveal the effect of surface

tension γ , one set of experiments was done with water (γ = 72.8mN/m) and another

with added surfactant (γ = 32.8mN/m).

Fig. 2 (a) Split cell setup with dimensions in cm. (b) Prescribed displacement and reaction force
for Φ ≈ 0.51 and γ = 32.8mN/m. (c) Force decay after stopping the initial extension for Φ = 0.41
(top) and Φ = 0.51 (bottom). (b,c) Reprint by permission from Springer Nature: Ref. [3].

.

As one expects, the mean force of the first peak is about 2.5 times higher for the

higher packing fraction. In dense packings (Φ ≈ 0.51), strains above which a crack

becomes visible are about one order of magnitude lower than in loose packings and

close to the peak force, while for Φ ≈ 0.41, particle rearrangements prohibit an

early detection of the crack. Those observations are in agreement with earlier works

on tensile strength [9, 14, 19, 33, 39, 49, 50, 64]. The higher strength has to do with

a larger number of liquid bridges and smaller inter-particle distances resulting in

increased resistance for spatial rearrangement, since each particle displacement in-

volves the mobilization of a larger number of particles [22]. Smaller surface tension

results for both packing fractions in lower strength (see Fig. 2). Using particle sizes,

liquid content and assuming a connectivity of 6 bridges per particles, one can esti-

mate with Eq. 5 a rupture distance sc ≈ 24μm . Note that displacement values at the

peak force for Φ = 0.51 are around 90μm. The relaxation phase is characterized by

a slowing down relaxation towards a steady state (see Figs. 2(c)) that can be fitted
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by exponential decay functions in the time domain:

F = ∑2

i=1
aie−t/τi +b (1)

with elapsed time t, relaxation times τi and fitting parameters ai,b. Fits are shown

in Fig. 2(c) revealing, that low packing fractions Φ require at least i = 2, while

high Φ can be described already with single exponential functions. The distinct re-

laxation behavior of loose and close packing is not affected by surface tension γ ,

while strength clearly depends on γ . During the relaxation phase one expects three

phenomena: (i) liquid bridge ruptures, (ii) fluid redistribution and (iii) grain rear-

rangements (see Fig.3 (b)). Fluid redistribution between capillary bridges occurs

Fig. 3 (a) Fracture evolution Φ = 0.41 and sketch of relaxation phenomena. Reprint by permission
from Springer Nature: Ref. [3].

through the thin wetting film surrounding rough particles, driven by differences in

the Laplace pressure [61] and through the vapor phase [29]. Extension or dilation

of the packing elongates bridges, resulting in increasing Laplace pressure, reduced

capillary force (Eq. 4) and consequently fluid flux into bridges with lower Laplace

pressure until they equilibrate or rupture [30, 31, 32]. The local fluid depletion re-

sults in locally reduced internal stress, internal load redistributions, bridge ruptures

and consequently particle rearrangements. Rearrangements themselves modify the

capillary bridge network, resulting in pressure variations between liquid bridges,

driving fluid flux, and so forth. The timescale for water redistribution is about 300 s

[23] while the one of the grain rearrangement is shorter and between 20 and 300 s,

following [22]. The observed relaxation times for the double exponential fits of the

loose packings are τ1 = 50 s and τ2 = 1200 s, indicating the presence of two dif-

ferent phenomena dominating during relaxation - the fast grain rearrangement and

the slower fluid redistribution. In the highly packed samples, the fluid redistribution

dominates, since one single exponential function sufficiently describes relaxation

and particle mobility. Higher packing results in increased connectivity [16, 28], thus
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smaller bridge volumes and consequently faster fluid depletion and larger differ-

ences in Laplace pressure, hence shorter measured relaxation times (τ1 ≈ 145 s).

2.2 Liquid migration from shear bands

The process of fluid depletion in regions with strain localization, described in

Sec. 2.1 is relevant also in shear zones due to inherent dilation. To be able to ob-

serve fluid depletion, a stable shear band is realized in a circular split bottom cell

[12], consisting of an outer L-shaped cylinder profile and an inner rotating cylinder

with an attached disk, sketched in Fig. 4(a) (see also [37]). The shear cell is filled

up to 15 mm with glass beads (radii R=0.85±0.075 mm) and the homogeneously

distributed liquid (1%) is fluorescent UV glue (γ = 40 mN/m; θ = 10◦; viscosity

η = 300 mPa·s ) and hardens quickly when irradiated with UV light. After shearing

by rotating eight times with 10 minutes per rotation, the glue is quickly hardened

and thus stores the liquid configurations for subsequent evaluation. The entire pore

space of the granulate is filled with colorless epoxy resin to obtain a solid block to

be able to cut 3 mm thick cross sections that are suitable for fluorescent imaging

under UV-light (see Fig. 4(b)).

Fig. 4 (a) Circular split bottom shear cell with rotating core (gray) and units in mm. (b) 3 mm
thick slice with liquid bridges (magenta) and particles (green), showing the fluid migration away
from the shear band forming at about d = 30 mm. (c) Averaged spatial distribution of liquid content
Wc in the cross section. Reprint by permission of APS: Ref. [37].

It is evident from Fig. 4, that liquid is driven out of the shear band and accu-

mulates towards the edges. Fig. 4(c) shows the liquid content as a function of the

distance d from the outer fixed cylinder wall averaged over heights z > 3.4 mm. The

liquid content was evaluated by summing the pixels that belong to a liquid bridge

and averaging over eight cross sections. Liquid depletion in the shear band could,

in fact, be a cause for the shear softening behavior of wet granular systems. How-

ever, these observations are only valid in the pendular state up to a liquid content

W max
c ≤ 2.4% where only liquid bridges form. To be able to understand and gen-

eralize such findings, suitable models for wet particle assemblies and simulations,

described in the following are required.
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3 Discrete Element models for granular assemblies with
capillary interactions

Simulations of the mechanical behavior of unsaturated granular systems are rather

straightforward, as long as particles only experience inter-particle contact forces,

Coulombian friction, and cohesive forces from liquid bridges in the pendular state.

For increased liquid content, however, a richness of higher order liquid morpholo-

gies arises which continuously change due to deformation of the solid phase. In any

case, to simulate the behavior of a granular system, Newton’s equations of motion

have to be integrated for the entire grain assembly to follow its time evolution [24].

The problem can be solved either explicitly, allowing particle overlap for contact

force calculations [11], or implicitly using contact dynamics (CD) [46]. The first

one is the method of choice when elastic deformations, represented via grain over-

lap, are relevant and contact interactions need to be resolved by tiny time steps.

However, for perfectly rigid, frictional particle systems at high packing fractions

but negligible particle elasticity, the contact dynamics method can be superior [27].

Implicit calculations of contact forces with the zero overlap constraint result in a

high dimensional system of equations that require a solution at each time step. The

substantially increased computational cost, however, is more than counteracted by

several orders of magnitude larger time increments. In the following first CD is ex-

plained, before we describe extensions of the method to account for liquid bridges

and finally arbitrary liquid bodies.

3.1 Contact dynamics in a nutshell

Contact Dynamics (CD), originally proposed by Moreau [46] is based on the as-

sumption of perfectly rigid, frictional particles. In such systems, exclusively the

rearrangements of particles determine the system’s behavior [6]. Like other discrete

element methods, CD calculates the trajectory of each particle and its rotation. A

force F p acts on each particle, that is composed of the contact forces Fc
i with all

i = 1...n contacting particles and boundaries like walls, a gravitational force Fv, as

well as forces from the liquid (see Sec. 3.3.1). In CD a strict volume exclusion con-

straint is implemented, and the normal force component Fn can take arbitrary large

positive values if the particle distance between surfaces of particles si j becomes

zero, unless there is cohesion, to avoid surface interpenetration. Consequently, one

must determine the position of the particle in an iterative process for which the Fn

of each active contact is minimal such that there is no overlap of particles at the next

time step. When si j > 0, the corresponding Fn vanishes, unless attractive cohesive

forces Fcoh act in the normal direction, e.g., in a range 0< si j < sc. Sliding at particle

contacts is prevented if the tangential component of the contact force Ft is smaller

than the threshold determined by the Coulomb friction coefficient μ: 0 ≤ Ft ≤ μFn
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(see Fig.5), with equal values for the static and dynamic friction coefficients. Ft

introduces a moment around the particle center resulting in particle rotation.

Fig. 5 Contact laws in CD with different particle configurations (center). (left) Repulsive normal
force Fn with volume exclusion constraint for si j = 0 and attractive cohesive force Fcoh with
rupture distance sc. (right) Sticking until tangential force Ft < μFn. Reprint of central drawing by
permission from Springer Nature: Ref. [43].

In dense packings, particles typically interact through a contact force network.

Hence, a system of equations must be solved, e.g., by an iterative algorithm on all

particles in a random order to obtain the global solution of contact forces [6]. The

global contact force network converges iteratively toward a relaxed state providing

the required forces for the integration of the equations of motion by an implicit Euler

method.

3.2 Models for granular assemblies in the pendular state

Molecules of a liquid attract each other. However, at surfaces with a gaseous phase,

the number of cohesive interaction partners of the same kind differs from inside

the bulk, where molecules are equally pulled in all directions by their neighbors.

Molecules at the surface experience a net force which is directed normal to the sur-

face, resulting in surface tension γ or energy [69]. γ denotes the increase in free

energy per unit surface area required to bring molecules from the bulk to the sur-

face. Since interface molecules are in an energetically unfavorable state, the liquid

tries to minimize its surface. As a consequence, a pressure jump ΔP occurs by pass-

ing across the interface, called Laplace pressure. For convex liquid surfaces like

droplets, the pressure inside is larger (overpressure), while for concave interfaces,

common for unsaturated porous media, it is negative. The Young-Laplace equation

connects the geometry via surface curvature C and surface tension γ to the pressure

difference ΔP:
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ΔP = γC = γ(r−1
1 + r−1

2 ), (2)

where r1,2 are the principal radii of curvature. With increasing curvature C, ΔP
increases linearly. A Euler-Lagrange formalism is used for the minimization of the

surface under the condition of volume conservation [69] as demonstrated in Part 1

of this work.

When a liquid drop sits on a solid, the liquid-gas interface will touch the solid at

a certain contact angle along the so-called wetting or triple line. The Young-Dupré

equation describes the relation between the surface tensions of the three phases liq-

uid (L), solid (S) and gas (G) in equilibrium: γSG−γSL = γLG ·cosθ with the contact

angle θ = 0◦ for complete wetting, 0◦ < θ < 180◦ for partial wetting and θ = 180◦
for non-wetting situations [4, 15]. Note that on rough surfaces, measured contact

angles can differ from the value predicted by the Young-Dupré equation. If the vol-

ume of a stable liquid body is increasing, the wetting line will advance once the

advancing contact angle θA is reached. Vice-versa, volume reduction only results

in a receding wetting line when reaching the receding contact angle θR [15]. The

experimentally observed contact angles θ will be in the range θA ≤ θ ≤ θR, depend-

ing on the history of the system and the difference θA − θR is called contact angle

hysteresis and has multiple practical implications in agitated granular packings at

low saturation states [35, 38].

Fig. 6 Fluorescence microscope image for a partially saturated packing of glass beads in the
pendular state and a single capillary bridge between two particles.

The presence of a liquid phase adds additional forces to particles connected by

liquid bridges. These bridges form at contact points as soon as particles touch. No

matter whether liquid is located in the wetting layer on a rough grain surface or

in bridges, the total liquid volume must be conserved. At lower saturation, liquid

bridges like the ones in Fig. 6 are the elementary units and dominantly observed

basic liquid structure in the pendular state. Due to its relative simplicity, the pendular

state received substantial attention by experimentalists and theoreticians alike, who
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developed approximate solutions. For small grains the effect of gravity on the shape

of liquid bridges is negligible. The resulting rotational symmetry of the structure

with respect to the line connecting the grain centers is an important simplification

for the solution of the Young-Laplace equation (Eq. 2)

ΔP = γ
(

ÿ(x)
(1+ ẏ(x)2)3/2

− 1

y(x)(1+ ẏ(x)2)1/2

)
, (3)

where y(x) describes the liquid-gas interface of the bridge in the x− y plane shown

in Fig. 6 [32]. Various suggestions were made for solving y(x) with increasing accu-

racy. The toroidal approximation proposed by Ref. [14] describes y(x) by a circular

arc with constant radii r1,2. This leads through Eq. 3 to an analytical relation of ΔP
as a function of the separation si j, the contact angle θ and the bridge volume Vi j.

Unfortunately the assumption r1 = const is unrealistic (see for example Fig. 6(b))

and one needs to solve Eq. 3 numerically with the boundary condition given by the

contact angle θ as shown in Refs. [32, 58].

If ΔP is known, the attractive capillary force Fcap
i j can be calculated. It consists

of two components: the forces Fγ = 2πy(x)γ due to the surface tension acting on the

profile y(x) and FΔP = πy(x)2ΔP due to the pressure drop ΔP [32]. Since Fcap
i j must

be independent of the x-position one can evaluate it at the neck [45] and obtains

Fcap
i j = Fγ +FΔP = 2πy(0)γ + πy(0)2ΔP. A closed form expression for the force

acting between particles i and j of equal radius R was derived by [70]:

Fcap
i j =

4πRγ cosθ
2+ si j

√
R/Vi j +5s2

i jR/Vi j
. (4)

It is important to note that Eq. 4 is only valid for small capillary bridges up to V ≈
0.03R3. It also gives a constant force, independent from Vi j at grain contact (si j = 0)

contrary to real bridges. Due to particle roughness, the full capillary force Fcap
i j only

acts above a threshold volume Vc. This can be considered using a Heaviside step

function to switch on Fcap
i j when the volume reaches Vc [36]. From there on the

respective capillary force Fcap
i j is calculated by the empirical relation Eq. 4 until

the bridge ruptures by fulfilling the criterion described in Eq. 5. Additionally, real

bridges can only be stretched to a volume dependent rupture distance sc. Based on

experimental observations, Willett et al. [70] proposed a refined expression with

higher order terms to obtain the criterion for bridge rupture as

sc ≥ (1+θ/2)(V 1/3
i j +0.1V 2/3

i j ). (5)

Fluid redistributes in wet particle systems in various ways. First, in the case of

bridge ruptures the fluid that once was in the bridge is sucked back into the wetting

layers of the two involved grains [61]. The larger one of the grains is with respect

to the other, the larger fraction of water it will receive and the liquid portions can

be estimated via a scheme described in Ref. [63]. Since the wetting film swells, its

flow resistance drops and fluid gets quickly sucked into already existing bridges,
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because their Laplace pressures are low compared to the wetting layer. In the mod-

els, one can equally redistribute the fluid on the particle to all intact bridges of that

particle [36], distribute it proportional to the pressure differences between individ-

ual Laplace pressures Pi and the film pressure Pf = γ/R or inversely proportional

to the distance of a bridge from the rupture point of the failed bridge Li. Mani et
al. [37] proposed a combination where the amount of liquid each bridge receives

is ΔVi = A(Pf −Pi)/Li with the normalization factor A to assure volume conser-

vation. Timescales for bridge failure and redistribution can be considered to be of

the same order, and for slow loading, assuming instantaneous redistribution is suf-

ficient. Due to liquid redistribution from bridge failures, locally the liquid content

for the formation of higher order liquid structures, such as trimers, addressed in

the next section, could be reached. To avoid this artificially, and to keep the sim-

ulation in the pendular state, one can define a constant upper bridge volume Vmax,

such as Vmax0.057R3 [55]. Whenever the volume exceeds Vmax, the excess liquid can

be temporarily stored in the liquid film of the particle to be available for possible

bridge formations. The second redistribution process is liquid flux between bridges
through the wetting layers, driven by pressure differences between bridges acting on

the same particle. This equilibration is rather slow and can negligible if the lifetime

of a capillary bridge is much smaller than the equilibration timescale, that is usually

in the order of minutes [57]. The time scale for this equilibration decreases with the

inverse flow resistance κ ∝ η−1 of the film with the fluid viscosity η . For κ → ∞
pressure between all bridges is instantaneously equilibrated, and all liquid bridges

have equal Laplace pressure. For κ → 0 bridges never, and for κ > 0 the dynamics

of fluid redistribution and pressure equilibration is fully controlled by η . Equilibra-
tion through the vapor phase takes even longer [29] and is therefore not considered

in dynamic simulations.

3.3 Extension of models for the funicular state

Starting from the pendular state, an increase in liquid content (W max
c > 0.024) leads

to merging of liquid bridges, which generates structures of increased complexity

called liquid clusters, comprising more than two particles. In the funicular state one

observes distinct liquid clusters of various sizes, while in the capillary state all clus-

ters merge to form one spanning cluster. Since most clusters require three dimen-

sional particle assemblies, they are best studied by microtomography [2, 10, 55, 67].

Scheel et al. [56, 57] described the richness and variety of liquid cluster morpholo-

gies in a dense packing of glass beads at various saturation degrees. Just above

the pendular regime liquid bridges start to overlap, merge and form closed three

particle configurations with filled pore throats, called trimers (see Fig. 7). Larger

clusters emerge by merging of smaller units when the Laplace pressure reaches a

critical value estimated as −4.46γ/R [55], resulting in the formation of rather open,

branched structures. Two connected trimers are called pentamers (see Fig.8(b)),

three heptamers and so on (see Part 1). Four particles forming a tetrahedron with
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Fig. 7 (left) Three grains with liquid bridges, (center) trimer with filled pore throat and (right)
ruptured trimer with subsequent liquid redistribution.

one trimer on each face are called tetrahedral cluster (see Fig.8(a)). The pore inside

can be filled or even contain a trapped gas bubble. The liquid clusters are formed

when the fluid content increases, but can also decay when fluid drains from the

system.

Contrary to single bridges, higher-order clusters lack rotational symmetry. Nev-

ertheless, for trimers, numerical solutions could be found by Rynhart et al. [53]

for equal particles for a given contact angle and constant mean curvature. Also solu-

tions from numerical surface energy minimization like the Surface Evolver software

[5] are available [62]. Such simulations give the shape of the liquid-vapor interface

and the corresponding capillary forces. The analysis of Semprebon et al. [62] is

limited to three particle configurations with a gap that varied. One observes a transi-

tion between fundamental morphological types like liquid bridge and trimer, show-

ing slightly larger capillary forces in a trimer compared to the ones of three single

bridges due to the filled pore throat (Fig. 7 a,b).

Fig. 8 (a) Tetrahedral cell (b) pentamer and (c) larger composite liquid cluster. Bridges are colored
blue, menisci and pore throats green. Reprint of (a,b) by permission of APS: Ref. [42].

The distribution of liquid morphologies is highly history dependent on the par-

ticular wetting process. While mixing of grains with liquid and subsequent equili-

bration results in cluster morphologies observed by Scheel [57], other processes like
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spontaneous imbibition can lead to completely filled regions of the packing with a

single wetting front [47].

3.3.1 Geometric representation of liquid bodies

If one accepts reasonable downturns in numerical performance, the pore-space and

liquid structures can be approximated rather close to their real shape. For a given

granular packing, one calculates the pore-throat network via Delaunay triangulation

[40]. Hence the system volume is subdivided into single tetrahedra, like the basic

unit shown in Fig. 9(b). The faces of the tetrahedron form the four pore throats,

while the void space in each tetrahedron is called the pore body of the cell. Pore

bodies can be empty, filled, or partially filled with liquid separated by menisci. The

basic strategy consists in the decomposition and representation of higher geometri-

cal configurations such as trimers, pentamers, tetrahedral clusters, and higher ones

as a combination of elementary units such as liquid bridges, menisci, or filled pore

bodies. Melnikov [41] describes this approach in detail.

Fig. 9 (a) Trimers (b) tetrahedral cell and (c) cut through a meniscus (green) in the Pi −Pl −K
plane (see dashed line in (b)). Red regions highlight the volume that is not captured by the cylinder
representation of menisci. Reprint by permission from Springer Nature: Ref. [43].

We start with the liquid-gas interface between three grains - the menisci - that

can exhibit rather complicated shapes since we already described bridge models in

Sec. 3.2. Nevertheless, we simplify them to be spherical of radius rmen like Haines

[20], what is in satisfying agreement with experimental observations [55, 57]. A cut

through a pore throat is shown in Fig. 9(c). The centers of the four possible menisci

of a tetrahedral cell are located on the normal of each pore throat through the cir-

cumcenter of the respective face. With the contact angle θ and meniscus radius rmen,

the exact position on this normal can be calculated following the method proposed

in Ref. [17] (see Fig. 9(c)). Note that single menisci can only exist in combina-

tion with associated liquid bridges forming one single liquid body with its Laplace
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pressure determined by the curvature of the meniscus r−1
men via the Young-Laplace

equation (Eq. 2), as ΔP = γ2r−1
men.

Similar to the bridge, a capillary force Fi, j,k from the meniscus will act on the

involved particles i, j,k in addition to the forces from the liquid bridges. It acts in the

direction given by the points ¯PiT (see Fig. 9c) with unit vector eiT and is calculated

as Fi, j,k = eiT ·ΔPAe f f . The effective wetted area Ae f f can be defined for example in

a simplified fashion for particle i through the area of a triangle connecting the points

CiAi1Ai2.

With the three basic units liquid bridge, meniscus, and filled pore body, in prin-

ciple all liquid clusters can be composed. As an example, the smallest cluster is the

trimer consisting of two menisci, located in neighboring tetrahedra on both sides

of the common pore throat and their shared liquid bridges (see Figs. 7,9(a)). The

volume of a cluster Vc with Nimb imbibed pore bodies and Nmen menisci is given by

Vc(rmen) =
Nimb

∑
i=0

Vpore,i +
Nmen

∑
j=0

Vmen, j(rmen), (6)

with the volume Vpore,i of the imbibed pore body i and the volume Vmen, j of meniscus

j including portions of the m associated liquid bridges with volumes V lb
i of this

meniscus:

Vmen, j(rmen) =Vcyl(rmen)+(0.5+ ε)
m

∑
i=0

V lb
i (rmen). (7)

One approximates the fluid volume of the pore throat Vcyl by a cylindrical body

volume coaxial to the normal of the pore throat (Fig. 9(c)) with radius ¯PiT −Ri and

its upper surface delimited by the meniscus. Note that the cylinder height Hcyl can

be negative if in the neighboring tetrahedral cell the pore body is filled. In this case,

the volume of the neighboring pore body needs to be reduced by the volume given

by the intersection of the meniscus with the throat pore plane. The cylinder-sphere

cap approximation systematically underestimates real volumes, what can be taken

care of via a geometrical correction parameter ε in Eq. 7 that will be determined

later on from experiments. Index m is between 0 and 3, depending on the number

of connected liquid bridges. If a meniscus shares a liquid bridge with an adjacent

meniscus, as for a pentamer in Fig. 8(b), m for one of the menisci is reduced by

1 to avoid double counting of bridge volumes. Note that for every meniscus only

half of each liquid bridge volume is considered since the other half is located in the

opposed triangulation cell if its pore body is not saturated. For tetrahedral cells with

filled pore body, the Laplace pressure pulls each of the four particles towards the

center as shown in Fig. 9 (b). One represents the respective wetted area by the one

of the liquid bridge with opening angle βi j for cases with a liquid bridge between the

corresponding particles. For simplicity, the force direction is not corrected and keeps

pointing towards the cell center. For entirely immersed particles, forces from the

pore body cancel each other out. Tetrahedral cells with four menisci may comprise

an incompressible, trapped gas bubble.
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To summarize, in a cluster, liquid bridges are always associated with one of its

menisci creating a common liquid body with equal pressure defined by the meniscus

radius rmen. One calculates the maximum liquid volume of the filled pore via the

difference of the tetrahedral cell volume and the partial volumes of the four particles

contained within the cell.

3.3.2 Evolution laws of liquid bodies

Liquid clusters evolve when their volume changes due to sources, sinks, conden-

sation, evaporation, or merging with other clusters as well as relative movements

of involved grains. Stability criteria for drainage and imbibition with instantaneous

jumps between stable configurations control the evolution of liquid clusters. These

interface jumps are micro-mechanically associated with drainage or imbibition of

pore bodies or throats or bridge rupture. A limited set of geometrical instability

criteria for imbibition (i1-i4) and drainage (d1-d3) can be identified, similar to

Refs. [17, 48], itemized below:

i1 When two liquid bridges with filling angles βi j;ik touch each other, they can form

a new trimer by filling the pore throat, provided that sufficient liquid for a stable

meniscus (drainage criterion d1) is available. With the opening angle α jk (see

Fig.9(a,b)) it reads 0.5(βi j +βik)> 2α jk.

i2 If a meniscus in a tetrahedral cell touches a single liquid bridge that is presently

not part of the liquid body, the pore body is filled (Melrose criterion [44]). Hence,

the respective meniscus with the filling angle of the meniscus ψ and the face-edge

angle φ shown in Fig. 9(c) becomes unstable when ψ +β/2 > φ .

i3 When centers of two menisci inside one pore body touch each other, they build a

single spherical interface and can fill the pore body. However, in the case when

all four menisci already exist, a gas bubble gets trapped.

i4 When a meniscus touches the opposite particle, the pore body is imbibed.

d1 When pore throats are reduced to a minimum size, given by the critical height of

the menisci Hmen
min ≥ λR with the drainage parameter λ , they drain. Best agree-

ment with experimental data is found for λ ≈ 0.15 [42] (see Fig. 13).

d2 When the center of the meniscus of a neighboring cell touches the respective

pore throat plane of an entirely saturated cell, the pore body becomes unstable.

Instantaneously the liquid interface jumps to a new stable position, and the pore

body is drained.

d3 Liquid bridge failure as described by Eq. 5.

Inside one liquid body instantaneously pressure equilibration and respective fluid

flow are assumed. Transport in between spatially disconnected liquid clusters that

share at least one grain, however, is assumed to occur via a liquid film on the particle

surface, inspired by experimental observations by Refs. [34, 55]. The volume flux

V̇i into structure i is proportional to the local Laplace pressure differences of the

involved liquid clusters. If Ni clusters connect to the same grain,
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V̇i =
R
γ
·

Ni

∑
j=0

ωi j(Pj −Pi) (8)

with the dimensionless conductance coefficient ωi j, determining the equilibration

timescale. ωi j comprises details such as the distance between clusters or the num-

ber of clusters connected to the grain and others [35, 38]. However, for simplicity,

typically a constant value for ωi j = 0.01 is chosen. With all the described model

building blocks at hand, we can now turn to simulations.

3.4 Pressure-controlled simulation variant

To this point, the liquid transport within the saturated region of the pore space was

assumed to occur instantaneously. This hypothesis is a valid assumption for small

liquid clusters. However, if larger filled regions of the pore space are concerned,

the flow is limited by the permeability of the granular material and the viscosity of

the fluid. For modeling of large liquid clusters connected to a reservoir, pressure-

controlled models like classical imbibition models are a better choice. This can also

be motivated by the calculation of Haines jumps in Sec. 4.2 Fig. 16, where the pres-

sure dependence on single imbibition events in the form of pressure jumps rapidly

decreases with increasing cluster volume. Using the representation of the liquid-gas

interface described above, it is also possible to introduce a pressure-controlled imbi-

bition model which can simulate the unsteady liquid infiltration into the unsaturated

granular material.

The pressure controlled simulation model is based on the assumption that pres-

sure inside each pore is constant and pressure drops occur at pore throats (see

Fig. 9(b)). The liquid flux qi j occurs between neighbor cells i and j due to the local

pressure gradient ΔPi j. If all four neighbors j = 0, ...4 of a given saturated pore i are

also completely filled with liquid, the continuity equation for this pore reads

4

∑
j=0

qi j = 0, (9)

meaning that the overall liquid volume in this pore is conserved. However, if one or

more of the neighbor pores are empty like for all pores at the liquid front, the total

flux into or out of the given cell i is not necessarily zero, hence

4

∑
j=0

qi j = Qe f f . (10)

Here, the net in- or outflow from the cell i is denoted as Qe f f . This volume change

results in changes of the bounding menisci of this cell due to volume conservation

since at least one neighbor cell is not saturated. The volume Qe f f is used to find the

new pressure in the cell i and to recalculate its menisci. Due to in- or outflow the
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menisci can become unstable (criteria i1-i4, d1-d3) which results in imbibition of

neighbor pores or in drainage.

The liquid flux occurs through pore throats which have different geometrical

shapes and qi j can be calculated based on the geometrical properties of the pore

throats. Both, the Stokes and the Darcy equations assume a linear relationship be-

tween the pressure gradient and the flux is

qi j = gi j(pi − p j), (11)

with gi j being the local conductance coefficient between two pores with respective

pressures pi and p j. gi j takes into account the geometry of the pore throat calculated

via an approach originally introduced by Bryant et al. [7]. In this approximation the

flow through the pore throat is assumed to be a Hagen-Poisueille flow through a

cylinder of radius r and length li j:

gi j =
πr4

8η li j
, (12)

where η denotes the viscosity of the fluid. Since the pore throat does not have a

circular shape (see Fig. 9(c)), an approximation can be used for the radius r = re f f .

One of the possible definitions of the effective radius of the pore throat re f f is given

in Ref. [7] via re f f = 0.5 · (rc + re) where rc denotes the radius of the inscribed

circle inside the pore throat and re the radius of the circle with the same surface as

the pore throat. One defines the effective flow path length li j as the distance between

the centers of the cells i and j. The center of the cell is the point which is equidistant

from the centers of all four particles. One uses the projection of this point onto the

nearest cell face if this point lies outside of the cell body.

To run simulations, first the pore-throat network must be extracted, and entry

pores with respective pressure must be defined. Then the instability criteria i2− i4
are checked, resulting in pore imbibition. When one fills a new pore, one sets its

pressure to the minimal possible value which allows the formation of stable menisci.

The new pressure creates suction on the liquid phase, supporting the flow towards

the liquid front. In the next step a system of linear equations based on Eqs. 9 and

10 is formulated and solved e.g. with the LAPACK sparse matrix solver provided in

the Armadillo library [54]. The calculated flows are used to update the pressure in

completely saturated pores. One uses the volume conservation constraint to update

the pressure in the saturated boundary pores next to the liquid front.

4 Simulations for wet particle assemblies

To construct the initial mono-disperse particle packing, a random sequential ad-

sorption [13] of equally sized spheres inside the sample volume Vsample with pe-

riodic boundary conditions (PBC) is employed. One adjusts the solid fraction Φs
by increasing particle radii R while particles can rearrange. An initial liquid vol-
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ume is given to each particle, to keep the system in the pendular regime where

only liquid bridges exist. The liquid content Wc is defined by the total volume

of the liquid Vliquid normalized by the void volume Vvoid as Wc = Vliquid/Vvoid .

Vvoid is calculated as the difference between Vsample and the total volume of all Np
grains R: Vgrains = 4πNpR3/3. Consequently the porosity can be calculated with

Φ = 1−Vgrains/Vsample. We simulate different features of fluid transport and con-

figurations in wet granular assemblies in the pendular (Sec. 4.1) and funicular state

(Sec. 4.2), as well as consequences on the rheological behavior (Sec. 4.4).

4.1 Fluid motion in sheared unsaturated granular media

With the particle packing and initial homogeneous liquid content of Wc = 1% we

simulate shear flow in the circular split bottom shear cell described in Sec. 2.2. One

uses periodic boundary conditions for a small segment with arc length 0.0873 and

hydrophobic cell walls. One considers gravity and calculates capillary forces via

Eq. 4. Whenever particles contact, a liquid bridge is formed, while particle sepa-

ration beyond sc results in bridge rupture (criterion d3) [23, 65]. One determines

the fluid redistribution by the combined pressure-distance relation (Sec. 3.2). The

inverse flow resistance of the film κ (Sec. 3.2) controls the pressure equilibration.

When comparing the outcome of simulations in the steady state, reached after

eight rotations, to the experimental data (Sec. 2.2) we see that for κ = ∞ (instanta-

neous pressure equilibration), the liquid content Wc is proportional to the number of

contacts, but not to the measured liquid content (see Fig. 10(b)). For κ = 0, however,

the steady-state liquid distribution shows good agreement with experiments and a

clear depletion from the shear zone (Fig. 10(a)). Hence, in this system with glue

as a liquid, equilibration times of liquid bridges are much larger than contact times

of the beads in the shear band. Consequently, liquid redistribution is mainly taking

place via bridge rupture events, leading to liquid fluxes away from the shear zone.

One can generally conclude that in shear bands of wet particle packings, not only

the coordination number but also the average bridge volume is reduced [37].

In general, granular systems under shear can form quite different shear profiles,

depending on the hydrostatic stress. High stresses exhibit alternating diffuse and lo-

calized shear that result after averaging in a rather linear shear velocity profile. For

low confining pressure P (see Fig. 11(a)) capillary forces play an important role and

stresses from the shear deformation are less capable of rupturing bridges. Conse-

quently, the velocity profile depends on the fluid distribution, since wet grains stick

together. In Mani et al. [36] the effect of the stress state on the transport behavior

was studied by using a cohesion number ηcoh = Fmax
c /PR2 giving the ratio of the

largest cohesive force to the one exerted on a particle. For this purpose the particle

packing was loaded with a plate at a variable pressure P and using periodic bound-

aries (in x,y directions) again, the system was sheared as depicted in Fig. 11(a).

Initially, liquid is only placed in bridges close to the center with a Gaussian distri-
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Fig. 10 (a) A slice perpendicular to the the shear band showing capillary bridges as lines of width
and darkness proportional to their volume. (b) Liquid content as function of radial position after 8
rotations compared to the experiments (Sec. 2.2) for different values of κ . Reprint by permission
of APS: Ref. [37].

bution for the bridge volume Vb(z) = Aexp(−(z− zwall/2)2/σ2
0 ) with amplitude A

and width σ0.

Fig. 11 (a) Plane shear cell with periodic boundaries and fluid initially located in the center. (b-
d) Snapshots of the liquid configurations in a slice, located in the central part under shear at the
beginning (b), at an intermediate stage (c) and at the end of the simulation (d). The bridge volume
Vb is indicated by the width of the lines, connecting the sphere centers. Reprint (b-c) by permission
of Springer Nature: Ref.[36].

In the snapshots of Fig. 11(b-d) one can easily see that the liquid is spreading

toward the top and the bottom wall during the simulation. Quantitatively this is

shown by the average bridge volume per particle Q in Fig. 12 for various cohe-

sion numbers ηcoh and at different deformations γ . For high confining pressure P
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(ηcoh = 0) a nearly linear shear rate profile is measured, while for high ηcoh par-

ticles in the wet zone adhere, forming a plateau in the shear rate profile that is

more pronounced as ηcoh increases and finally controls liquid distribution (Fig. 12).

Due to the linear shear profile, the initially Gaussian liquid content profile is kept,

pointing at diffusive transport [63]. The diffusion constant D is found to be a func-

tion of the initial moisture amplitude A of the type D(A) = a/(1 + bA1/3) with

a = 0.633R2; b = 2.936R−1. Qualitatively the decreasing diffusivity for increas-

ing liquid content can be explained by larger rupture distances sc of bridges and

thus decreased rupture rates, since this is a main liquid redistribution mechanism,

next to the diffusive motion of particles under shear [8, 66]. Diffusion of particles

Fig. 12 Shear velocity profiles (top row) and average liquid contents as a function of the height z
(bottom row) for large (left column) and low (right column) hydrostatic stresses. The inset (bottom
right) highlights the deviation from the Gaussian distribution. Reprint by permission of Springer
Nature: Ref.[36].

and liquid bridge ruptures are also important processes for higher cohesion num-

bers. However, both depend on the reduced shear rate in the wet region. We observe

the largest deviation from the diffusive Gaussian at the borders between the wet and

dry region (z ≈ 50) from the liquid profiles (Fig. 12). In practice, this results in the

known difficulty of mixing dry and wet powder. On can improve the mixing process

by decreasing ηcoh, in other terms increasing the hydrostatic stress, since local shear

rates determine the liquid migration [36].
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4.2 Granular assemblies at arbitrary saturation

The previously shown simulations (Section 4.1 ) only consider the interaction be-

tween single particles with no need for the consideration of the pore space. In a

first study, after the construction of the packing, all particles are immobilized for

the remainder of the simulation to first focus on the evolution of liquid clusters

as liquid is injected (removed) at a specific position or condensed (evaporated) at

gas-liquid interfaces. The system is subdivided into tetrahedral cells by a Delau-

nay triangulation of particle centers, and liquid bridges are allowed to equilibrate

pressure. Note that the Delaunay triangulation is the dual graph to a Voronoi dia-

gram used in a comparable context in Ref. [71]. In this simulation, liquid volume

is the control variable. Consequently, volume changes, e.g., due to condensation

into already existing bridges, result in an update of all liquid structures to make the

Laplace pressure correspond to the changed volume. Changes in the liquid cluster

morphology can trigger instabilities. We check the instability criteria (Sec. 3.3.2) for

imbibition i1-i4 and drainage d1-d3 in ascending order, because first menisci must

form before pore bodies can be filled. The entire cluster needs to be updated when

one adds a trimer to a cluster due to criterion i1. The same holds when one merges

a cluster with a trimer. One eliminates identified instabilities through drainage or

imbibition and performs a cluster update. Resulting pressure differences again drive

liquid transport through liquid films (Eq. 8) that changes liquid clusters and so forth.

One repeats this procedure until convergence before adding or removing any addi-

tional fluid. To ensure liquid volume conservation, one subsequently recalculates all

liquid clusters. To speed up simulations, we interpolate from tabulated values for

the liquid bridges [38]. Those originate from simulations with the numerical energy

minimization method (NEM) of the software SURFACE EVOLVER as discussed in

Part 1[5]. Note that the contact angle θ is kept constant at 5◦ in the following.

Calibration with trimer formation and decay: First we calibrate the model on ex-

perimental data from Ref. [57] by simulating three particles that form trimers when

liquid is condensed at liquid-gas interfaces (criterion i1) and decay, when liquid

evaporates or opening angles change (criterion d1). The liquid bridge pressure P is

updated to correspond to the changing volume. During condensation, the bridges

coalesce, and a new trimer is created at the critical dimensionless value Pmax. Con-

sequently, P drops, since the liquid needed to fill the pore throat which previously

was part of the bridges that decreases the radius of the interface curvature. During

evaporation, the trimer decays into three liquid bridges at the critical minimal di-

mensionless pressure Pmin. Good agreement with experimental data is obtained with

the geometrical correction factor ε = 0.07 (see Eq. 7) and the drainage parameter

κ = 0.15 for the drainage criterion d1 as shown in Fig. 13(a). The critical minimal

pressure Pmin of a trimer strongly changes with the inter particle separation distance

si j or the corresponding opening angles αi j (definition see Fig. 9). When si j ≤ sc
(criterion d3) a bridge and consequently the trimer can no longer exist. Fig. 13 (b)

shows the pressure curves for a trimer when one of the opening angles αi j is in-

creased while the other two contacts remain closed. High Pmin are associated with

large values of αi j. For imbibition this implies that trimers with non-contacting par-
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Fig. 13 (a) Comparison of the dimensionless Laplace pressure of a trimer and liquid bridges
between three contacting particles as a function of their volumes V normalized by the number of
contacts Ncont = 3 and the grain radius R3. Trimers form at Pmax and decay at Pmin (for θ = 5◦).
(b) Trimer decay: Dependence of Pmin on the opening angle α23 for trimers. Three types of trimer
decay are possible: (1) decay into two liquid bridges, (2) slow transition into two liquid bridges,
and (3) decay into three liquid bridges. Only configurations with one gap opposite to the opening
angle are presented. Experimental data and NEM results by Ref. [57]. Reprint by permission of
APS: Ref. [42].

ticles form at higher overall Laplace pressures compared to contacting ones. To

prove the validity of this assumption, we compare the resulting dependence of Pmin
on αi j with measurements (see Fig. 13(b)) from evaporation experiments. Our pre-

dictions are correct within experimental error bars and we observe two different

regimes separated by an angle αi j ≈ 31.7◦. Below, the drainage criterion d1 is ful-

filled, while above bridge rupture (d3) occurs. Interestingly, the NEM results from

Ref. [57] agree less with the experimental data than our simplified approach.

Liquid clusters in larger particle assemblies: In unsaturated granular packings, a

multitude of different cluster morphologies and sizes coexist. Scheel evaluated them

in his thesis for a random, monodisperse packing of spherical particles with solid

fraction Φ = 0.57±0.01 at liquid contents in the range 0 <Wc < 0.2 [57]. We sim-

ulate this case by incrementally condensing liquid into a particle packing consisting

of 2000 particles with periodic boundary conditions in all three directions via the

procedure described above. Fig. 14 shows a snapshot of the liquid clusters present

at the beginning of the funicular regime at Wc = 0.03. The distribution of morpholo-

gies shows a fast transition between the liquid regimes (see Fig. 15). At low Wc only

bridges exist, while the regime above the pendular state shows a rapid increase in

the number of clusters. It reaches a maximum when the merging into larger clusters

starts to dominate. Finally, only a single spanning cluster remains. The simulations

reproduce the general trends observed in the experiments. However, deviations due

to finite sample sizes and experimental resolution are visible. A similar picture is

found for the proportion of liquid stored in different morphologies as a function of

Wc (see Fig. 15(b)) where one can see that at Wc = 0.2 more than 95% of the liquid

volume is located in large clusters.
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Fig. 14 Rendering of liquid clusters without bridges (center) at Wc = 0.03 split up into tow images
for small (left) and large (right) clusters for clarity. Reprint by permission of APS: Ref. [42].

Fig. 15 (a) Comparison between simulation and the experiments of Ref. [57] of the number of dif-
ferent liquid cluster morphologies N scaled by the total number of existing liquid bridges Nbridge (at
Wc ≈ 0.02) for Φs = 0.57 as function of the liquid content Wc. (b) Proportion of liquid Vstruct/Vliquid
stored in different morphologies as a function of Wc. Vstruct is the summed volume of all morpholo-
gies. Liquid structures larger than heptamers are called large clusters. Reprint by permission of
APS: Ref. [42].

Evolution of single liquid clusters: When clusters grow or contract, pressure

jumps originating from rapid imbibition of single pore bodies or their drainage are

observed. These so-called Haines jumps have been observed experimentally by Berg

et al. [2] and are due to volume conservation for the new configuration, resulting in

increasing or decreasing curvature of menisci. As local instabilities drive the liq-

uid interface propagation, we model it as a discontinuous process jumping from

one stable configuration to the next one. We show the evolution of the pressure in

one liquid body that forms by injecting liquid with a constant flux at a single point

(Fig. 16). First, the dimensional cluster pressure increases, until due to trimer for-

mation a sharp drop occurs. Each drop is due to a local instability of filling a new

pore body or a throat. The decreasing magnitudes of jumps with cluster size are due
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Fig. 16 Evolution of dimensionless Laplace pressure of a liquid cluster for liquid injection at a
constant flow rate at one source point. Reprint by permission of APS: Ref. [42].

to the relation of the liquid volume needed for the filling of the next pore to the total

cluster volume. With the conductance coefficient ω = 0.01, the flux can be fast com-

pared to the liquid transport through surface films. Jumps from small clusters can be

compared to experimental data [55], while for larger clusters no data is available.

4.3 Pressure controlled imbibition front formation

In this simulation a discontinuous propagation of the liquid interface is studied in

a dense packing with Np = 1750 particles [41]. Unlike the simulations described

up to now, the process is controlled by fluid that enters the system under a given

pressure (compare Sec. 3.4). We fill the entry cells in the upper boundary of an ini-

tially dry sample with liquid and set the pressure to a constant value of PR/γ =−3.

Additionally, we consider the effect of gravity (hydrostatic pressure) by introducing

a pressure gradient in the z-direction. The pressure on the upper boundary is main-

tained constant during the whole simulation. This boundary layer is thus assumed

to be directly connected to a reservoir. Due to instabilities, we fill new pores as the

interface propagates through the material. The filling of a new pore is only possible

if enough liquid is available in the neighbor pores. Due to the filling of a new pore,

the pressure of the liquid phase inside the pore is lower than in the neighboring

pores since only a limited amount of liquid is available. Note, that in this model the

sample has a finite permeability since fluid transport in now not instantaneous but

exhibits viscous flow. Therefore, liquid first needs to be transported from the reser-

voir to the newly filled pores. After the filling of a new pore, a subsequent inflow

through the neighbor pore throats leads to an increase in capillary pressure during

the next time steps until reaching a steady state or a new instability. The filling of

new pores creates a pressure gradient in the sample which leads to suction of liquid

from the reservoir. Fig. 17 shows snapshots of the liquid body at different time steps
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during the simulation, colored according to the pressure field. Fig. 17(a) shows the

filled entry pores at the initial time step (PR/γ = −3). During the next time steps,

due to instabilities, new pores are filled Fig. 17(b)-(c). One can see, that the pressure

field varies throughout the liquid body. The pressure remains constant in the entry

cells (upper layer). The newly filled cells at the interface have a significantly lower

pressure of approx. PR/γ =−10. Finally, there are also cells with a higher pressure

than in the entry cells due to gravity.

Fig. 17 Time evolution of an imbibition front in a sample with Np = 1750 particles (not shown).
The pressure in the upper particle layer is kept constant at PR/γ = −3. We show only the liquid
phase consisting of filled pore bodies. Note that we use periodic boundary conditions in horizon-
tal directions. (a) Initial front; (b) Front with finger formation and (c) front shortly after (b). (d)
percolating cluster.

4.4 Fluid induced failure

In a rigid porous body from sintered glass beads, one can omit the coupling between

fluid and particles. In frictional granular systems, however, even at high hydrostatic

stress states, a significant number of so-called spectator particles does not directly

contribute to the contact force network. The coupling between fluid and particles

changes particle configurations and liquid clusters add macroscopic cohesion via

the Laplace pressure to the system. The fluid couples to the particles via the forces

described for liquid bridges in Eq. 4 and pore throats and bodies in Secs. 3.3.1.

Due to the complexity of higher order liquid bodies, described above, simulations
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are predominantly limited to the pendular state (e.g. [18, 35, 36, 51, 59, 60]). With

simplified geometrical assumptions, described in Sec. 3.3, however, this limitation

can be overcome. In soil mechanics, the effect of the internal pressure field on the

macroscopic behavior is of wide importance not just for sand sculptures, but for

slope stability in general. Triaxial shear tests on cubic samples are simulated at

different initial saturation states to capture the effect of hydrostatic stress on such

systems [1, 43]. The cubic sample contains 5000 particles of mass density ρp =
1, radius R = 1 and resulting mass mp. First, we assign random velocities to all

particles. After randomization, the sample is confined by hydrostatic pressure on the

box walls with suppressed contact friction μ = 0 until a solid fraction of Φs = 0.6
is reached at a cube edge length L of about 32R (see Fig. 18). Triaxial tests require

Fig. 18 (a) Setup of the triaxial shear test with confining walls and (b) liquid clusters emerg-
ing at liquid content Wc = 3% with colors representing cluster morphology and size. Reprint by
permission from Springer Nature: Ref. [43].

confining forces on each wall Fcon f , that are calculated with the respective stress

σ1,2 and the true area of the wall Awall involved. For the compression, μ is set to 0.3
and the surface tension γ = 1. The hydrostatic stress σ3 is applied on all movable

side walls, the bottom wall is fixed and the upper wall lowered at a constant strain

rate v̇ = vw/Lz with the vertical displacement rate vw that stays within the quasi-

static limit. The differential stress is defined as q = σ1 −σ3 and axial εa, as well

as volumetric strain εV = ΔV/V0 are calculated from the present and initial wall

positions. The macroscopic behavior of the system was simulated with increasing

initial liquid content Wc up to 40% and confining pressure σ3 = 20,40,60 in units

up = mp/(T 2R) where T is the unit of time defined as T = 1/v̇. To allow for a direct

relation between the contact dynamical simulations with physical data, the ratio of

inertial to confining forces can be used as proposed in Ref. [52]: I = v̇R
√ρpσ3.

Consequently for the three confining stresses this ratio is equal to I20 ≈ 2.2 · 10−5,

I40 ≈ 1.6 ·10−5, I60 ≈ 1.3 ·10−5.
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Granular systems are typically dilating under load. The dependence on the con-

fining pressure σ3 is shown in Fig. 19(a) with the typical decrease in volumetric

strain εV for increasing σ3 similar to Ref. [59]. When comparing wet to dry cases,

slightly higher values of εV are observed for Wc = 1% (see Fig. 19(a)). This obser-

vation could be due to attractive capillary forces that hinder spatial rearrangements.

During the compression, q = σ1 −σ3[up] is calculated as function of the axial strain

εA. q rapidly increases for small εA, almost independently on the liquid content Wc
what is in agreement with comparable experimental [68] and numerical observations

[1, 59]. In the course of the compression, q reaches a constant, moisture depen-

dent plateau. Note that the volume exclusion constraint of contact dynamics leads

to a slightly exaggerated increase in q at the beginning of the loading, contrary to

soft particle dynamics, where particles are allowed to overlap (see, e.g., Ref. [60]).

Clearly one can observe an increase for the maximum differential stress qmax or

Fig. 19 (a) Volumetric strain εV and (b) differential stress q as a function of axial strain εA for dif-
ferent confining pressures σ3. Liquid contents Wc have identical legend as (c). (c) Mohr-Coulomb
failure envelope with maximal values of differential stress qmax as a function of confining pressure
σ3. Inset: Dependence of cohesion c on Wc. Reprint by permission from Springer Nature: Ref. [43].

shear strength for wet samples for identical σ3 (see Figs. 19(b,c)). Shear strength τ
versus confining pressure σ3 can be approximated by a straight line passing through

the origin for dry granulates as proposed by the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion in

the form τ = μ f σ + c, where μ f = tan(θ) is called internal friction coefficient, θ
angle of internal friction and c cohesion. As seen in Fig. 19, similar behavior is

found for wet cases (Wc > 0), only with c > 0 resulting from the sum of capillary

forces of all liquid bridges and clusters. For the entirely dry and fully saturated state

c = 0, a maximum in cohesion must exist, that is located in the funicular state in the

interval 15% ≤Wc ≤ 22%, with a maximal increase in τ of about 5up, independent

on the confining pressure (see Fig. 19(c)inset). θ proves to be independent on Wc
within our statistical error bars at θ ≈ 35.9◦.

Since we resolve liquid structures, their evolution during compression is accessi-

ble. Exemplary the evolution of morphologies at one distinct liquid content Wc = 6%
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with confining pressure σ3 = 60up is shown in Fig. 20 (a). The values are related

to the initial state to highlight the relative change during axial compression. As

the system dilates, inter-particle distances increase and consequently single bridges

rupture, and their liquid fuels the formation of new higher order clusters. Hence, me-

chanical deformation triggers multiple instabilities leading to trimer formation and

consolidation of existing clusters into larger structures by coalescence. This evolu-

tion is exemplified by looking at a single compact liquid cluster, previously formed

by liquid injection at a single position of an initial volume V0 ≈ 100R3. As shown in

Fig. 20 (a) Evolution of liquid cluster morphologies relative to the initial configuration as function
of εA for Wc = 6% and σ3 = 40up. (b) Same as (a) but for the elemental parts of one large cluster.
Reprint by permission from Springer Nature: Ref. [43].

Fig. 20(b), the cluster volume is rather constant during compression, but significant

changes occur in the number of individual units which constitute the cluster. One

observes a spreading and loosening of the cluster orthogonal to the axial loading

direction. The increasing number of menisci is due to the formation of new trimers

or the merging of trimers with already existing ones in the cluster. Interestingly,

the number of filled pore bodies and liquid bridges decreases after reaching a lo-

cal maximum, what is due to dilatation and thus increasing inter-particle distances.

Note that the initial strong increase of menisci and filled pore bodies do not result

in a higher cluster volume since Laplace pressure decreases when new pores are

filled, resulting in a decrease of other menisci volumes as they move deeper into

pore throats.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

With the fluid-particle models described in this chapter, one can study the shearing

behavior of granular packings under different saturation levels, ranging from the dry

material via the capillary bridge regime to higher saturation levels with percolating

clusters, even up to the fully saturated state. The complexity of liquid morpholo-

gies is taken into account, implying the formation of isolated arbitrary-sized liquid
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or gas clusters with proper Laplace pressures. The core of our novel fluid-particle

model is the discretization of the complex liquid morphologies by three basic liq-

uid structures: bridges, trimers, and tetrahedral cells. Those are combined to form

arbitrary-sized liquid clusters with proper Laplace pressures that evolve by fluid

exchange via films on the grain surface. Depending on local conditions, changes

of accessible liquid and the pore space morphogenesis, determined by the granular

phase, liquid clusters can grow in size, shrink, merge and split. We represent the

coupled solid phase by a discrete particle model based on Contact Dynamics, where

capillary forces exerted from a liquid phase add to the motion of spherical particles.

With the model, we study the failure of systems at various liquid contents under

multi-axial stress states, the change in fluid distribution and morphologies during

the loading due to the deformation of the pore space, drainage, and imbibition, as

well as imbibition front instabilities like viscous fingering, using a pressure-driven

model.

The usage of the models is demonstrated in studies on the fluid transport in

sheared granular media, exhibiting the critical role of confining pressure on the

diffusion mechanism. We show a study on the role of contact angle hysteresis in

Part 1 of this work. Exact calculations of the liquid surface morphologies of the liq-

uid bodies are impracticable for larger grain assemblies. However, we demonstrated

how to use findings from NEM simulation (Part 1) in grain scale simulations with

a large number of particles. It is likely that in the future, one extends the parameter

space for NEM simulations concerning contact angles, surface tension, and vari-

able particle radii, what would immediately allow for extensions of the described

DEM models, e.g., to capture contact angle hysteresis, poly-disperse packings, and

non-hydrophobic boundaries. In the current version of the model also a limitation

to small strains up to 4−5% is inherent since we did not include updates and map-

pings of triangulation structures. For higher strains, the particle positions must be

triangulated anew to provide a valid pore network. Another extension of the model

could be the consideration of liquid transport through the gaseous phase to consider

liquid with low vapor pressure or a low-pressure environment, as well as hydrostatic

pressure, essential to understanding viscous fingering.
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